Draft Resolution GA/4/2.1

General Assembly Fourth Committee

Co-sponsors: Passed by consensus
Topic: “Assistance in Mine Action”

The General Assembly, alarmed by the number of deaths caused by mines in the world,
Expecting that all people who get injured by landmines should get proper healthcare,
Deeply concerned about the difficulty of removing landmines safely,
Realizing that there is not enough awareness about mines and where they are located,
Having studied the Mine Kafon Drone, which finds and explodes mines,
Reaffirming the installation of hospitals in mine-affected cities and communities,
Ensuring the education of landmines in mine-affected cities,
Expecting more fundraising groups to raise money for the destruction of mines,

1. Encourages the education of landmines and their dangers to mine-affected areas;
2. Draws the attention of the use of Peacekeeping between countries to find mines;
3. Confirms the installation of more United Nations mine action;
4. Further requests charities and fundraising to spread the word of landmines and also to raise money to the destruction of mines;
5. Encourages all countries to provide insurance for people injured by landmines;
6. Suggests the use of rats and mice to sniff out mines and have drones to remove mines;
7. Requests that people spread awareness about mines;
8. Urges people to help NGO’s by fundraising or contributing money; and
9. Recommends landmine removing squads in mine infested areas.